D&R Rivercity RV Resort Pet Policy
PET POLICY- RV PARK
D&R Rivercity RV Resort, Inc. allows pets. RV guests are allowed two pets (at no
additional charge) for RV sites.
➢ All dogs are required to be under the control and visual observation of their owner at all
times.
➢ All Pets are required to have current Rabies and Vaccines
➢ A 6 foot lease rules is in effect whenever the animal is outside the owner’s RV. There is
no exception to the leash rule. If leash rule is violated, you will be asked to leave the
property with no refund.
➢ A pet may never be tied up outside of an RV and left unattended. Owner must remain
outside with their pet if pet is tied up outside. We have two pet parks where well
behaved dogs may play off lease with owner’s supervision
➢ Owners of pets must be responsible and immediately pick up after their pet and deposit
waste in pet waste bins located in and around the pet parks.
➢ Please respect other guests and only walk pets in designated “pet” areas.
➢ No pets are allowed inside store, registration, pool area, activity halls, rest rooms,
pavilion areas or any other indoor common areas. Pets may not interfere with the peace
and quiet of other guests. If your dog is disturbing other guests, you will be asked to
control your dog. You may also be asked to leave the park. There will be no refunds if
you are asked to leave.
➢ Cats are allowed at the RV resort but may not roam freely in the park and must remain
in the RV.

PET POLICY- CABIN
In addition to the above, the following policies relate to cabin rentals:
➢ We allow up to two dogs in select cabins
➢ Pet fee for overnight rentals is $25.00 per dog, per day. For monthly rentals, it is
$100.00 per dog, per month. There is a maximum of two dogs allowed per cabin.
➢ Dogs must have a weight of 30 pounds or less
➢ No cats are allowed in cabins
➢ Dogs must be kenneled if left alone in a cabin. If a dog is found to be left alone and not
kenneled, a $250 charge will be charged to the credit card on file regardless of whether
any damage has been done.
➢ If your dog causes any damage to your cabin or any other areas of the resort, you will be
financially responsible for this damage and your credit card will be charged a minimum
of $250.00.
➢ A dog may never be tied up outside of a cabin
➢ No other animals allowed

I have read and I understand the Pet Policy and hereby agree to the terms
Guest Printed Name:
Guest Signature:
Date:
Unit or Lot #:
Pets Breed:
Color:
Age:
Name:

